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COMMuNISM IS WORKING ClASS IDEOlOGy
In the last column, we discussed the
capitalists’ ideology, the lies that express their point of view. The working
class also has an ideology that expresses its material interests, the ideas of
communism. Although our means for
spreading working class ideas are very
modest at this point, those ideas have a
material basis in the life of the working
class.

Communist and Capitalist
Ideology
Communist ideology is the opposite
of capitalist ideology in many ways.
For one thing, communist ideology is
true or close to the truth, and communists always struggle to make our understanding better. ICWP knows that
our winning weapon is the fullest possible understanding—by millions of
workers—of the truth about capitalism
and about communism.
Understanding capitalism leads the
way to communism. Capitalism can no
longer let us have what we need to live.
Capitalism’s imperialist wars and economic crises have already led to layoffs
and firings, cutbacks, and lost savings,
houses, and pensions. In the U. S. Congress, both Democrats and Republicans
are determined to cut “entitlements”
like Social Security and Medicare. State

governments are attacking public employees, cutting wages, benefits, and
seniority. They are trying to destroy
unions, even though the unions are already part of the bosses’ state machinery. The world capitalist system has
already created a planet of slums, and it
is squeezing more out of the working
class every day

Communism or Fascism
As U. S. capitalism loses its grip on
key oil-rich areas, it must fight more
wars—it now has one more in Libya.
Rivalry between capitalist powers, especially between the U. S. and China,
is bound to lead to larger wars. The capitalists’ ultimate response to these severe crises is fascism, a combination of
racism, patriotism and repression.
Every day, workers’ only choice is becoming clearer: communism or fascism.

Why Communism is Working
Class Ideology
Communism is a society without privilege, ruled by the mass mobilization
of the working class without bosses. So
far, however, only a minority of workers are committed to this goal. How
can we be confident that this will
change? Or, speaking materialistically,
what is the material basis for mass ac-

ceptance of communism? The answer
has two main aspects: the miserable future that capitalism has to offer, and the
collectivity of the working class.

Working Class Collectivity
Collectivity has been a key feature of
human life ever since humans evolved.
It was the way all humans lived until
social classes were created. Competition and conflict—the opposite of collectivity—are built into capitalism
(even in its socialist form), and their
unity is limited except when they have
no choice, like facing a major war.
The life of the working class, however, teaches collectivity. Capitalist organization of labor forces workers to
learn to work together and disciplines
us, especially industrial workers. The
practical life of the working class also
teaches collectivity. If your car breaks
down and you can’t afford to fix it to
get to work, you have to organize other
workers to help. At a higher level,
struggling against the bosses can teach
us how to use the power of collectivity
in practice.
Capitalism also limits how much collectivity can exist, even in the working
class.
“What’s in it for me”, as well as racism, nationalism, and sexism are types

of boss thinking that are pushed everywhere under capitalism and undermine
collectivity. But the working class has
a potential for unity and collective action that the bosses cannot equal. More
importantly, communist organization of
society with mass participation and without privilege, is the highest expression of human collectivity, the ultimate
development of the collectivity that
workers learn in life.

Learning to Win
The knowledge of how to win that
ICWP has developed so far, based on a
theoretical understanding of capitalism
and the experience of past revolutions,
is critical for communist victory. We
must, however, improve that understanding by taking up the collective experience of the working class, and
mobilizing the creativity and determination of millions of workers. Only the
party can make possible both the correct analysis of our collective experience and the mobilization of the
working class that will carry us through
to victory, but it can do this only because communism is the true working
class ideology.

ThE ChINESE RED ARMy AND ThE COMMuNIST SuPPly SySTEM
Enemies whispered that they were
“invincible.” Known by those who
hated them as the “red bandits” and by
those who adored them and joined the
fight for liberation as the “poor man’s
army,” the Chinese Red Army was forged in the flames of fascism. The first

army of its kind, their victory would
come despite the odds. From 1927 to
1949 they fought long and hard to make
a revolution in China.

Communist Supply System
Soldiers in the Red Army lived according to the communist “supply
system.” They had very few possessions. Leaders and rank and file soldiers
lived in equality, often marching over
treacherous terrain and fighting battles
in the same day. There were no wages,
only food and a little “pocket money.”
Instead of working and fighting for
wages, soldiers worked and fought for
the liberation of their class.
Some Red Army soldiers grew their
own food, and gladly shared their small
portions with those who didn’t have
any. Food was distributed according to
need…according to age and physical
condition. Leaders often asked for less.
Collectivity and revolutionary motivation made them brave, committed fighters. Where ever they went they
recruited peasants and white army sol-

diers to the Red Army and its communist life style. However, the Red Army
leadership had fatal flaws which eventually turned it into its opposite.

Five Mass Campaigns
The Chinese Red Army was founded
in 1927 after splitting from the capitalist led Kuomintang. In 1928 this band
of 1,200 led by Chu Teh met up with
Mao Tse Tung’s band to create the
Workers’ Red Army, which would
eventually become an army unparalleled in history by being steeled in battle.
Their first battle, known as the “first annihilation campaign”, came in 1930
when Chiang Kai-shek, leader of the
capitalist Kuomintang Army, sent
100,000 troops against the Workers’
Red Army. The Red Army routed the
Kuomintang troops and managed to
capture 9,000 rifles.
Four months later was the “second
annihilation campaign.” This time, the
Red Army defeated 200,000 soldiers.
Pressured by the imperialists, Chiang
led 300,000 troops in what he ca-

lled “the final extermination of the red
bandits” in July of 1931. This battle
was nearly the end of Chiang and his
Kuomintang because key soldiers mutinied and joined the Red Army, which
again defeated Chiang.
Chiang launched his “fourth annihilation campaign” in April 1933 despite
the Japanese invasion of China. It was
as unsuccessful as the previous ones.
By this time, the Red Army base areas
numbered over 12 million people. The
main force of the Red Army, the first
front, had 180,000 warriors, 100,000 rifles and an auxiliary of 200,000 partisans—a huge increase from the fewer
who 2,000 soldiers that started the Red
Army.
For the “Fifth Annihilation campaign” not only did Chiang sign a treaty
with the Japanese, which conceded
huge chunks of China to them, but also
brought in the former Nazi Chief of
Staff, General Van Seeckt, to plan the
campaign. This time the Kuomintang
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Mobilize the Masses for Communism!
Smash Racism, and all Borders!
Put an End to Fascism and Imperialist War!
Workers of the World Unite!
Join the ICWP Contingent on May Day!
Sunday, May 1st

